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Chiefofstaff.com and MetaOpS Make Partnership Official
Hartford CT & New York, NY, June 2018
"Just getting it done’ just got a whole lot sexier.
Since 2002 MetaOps’ Founder CEO Ron Crabtree has been providing top executive and operational
talent to large manufacturing companies globally. With a focus on aligning strategy with
implementation, putting troubled projects back on track, and bringing best practices expertise and
supply chain excellence, MetaOps’ international team of MetaExperts help leaders solve complex
business problems.
Now, thanks to a partnership with Chiefofstaff.com, MetaOps’ professional services are complemented
by a powerful new tool that significantly enhances strategy execution.
“We are thrilled to partner with Chiefofstaff.com, providing senior leaders a ‘clear line of sight’ within
their companies, connecting top-down, bottom-up and middle-out to see the progress of strategic
initiatives and status of work being done.” says Ron Crabtree, Founder and CEO of MetaOps.
Ron’s and the MetaExperts’ work as change agents is extremely valuable in utilizing the information
tracked by Chiefofstaff.com to tackle complex problems, increase capacity, scale solutions, assure
quality and deliver results. Over 345 qualified MetaExperts located in 18 countries work with clients
such as Cisco, DuPont, GE Information Systems and Estee Lauder.
Chiefofstaff.com is made by the C-suite for the C-suite. Very simply, it digitally equips leaders and teams
to work from a position of strength, putting knowledge at their fingertips. With use of this tool comes
an enhanced ability to communicate cross-functionally, share resources, and act expeditiously to both
course correct and innovate.
“MetaOp’s expertise in manufacturing makes it the ideal partner in this arena,” says Chiefofstaff.com
Founder and CEO, Robert Epner. “Ron’s consultants are able to navigate inherent, industry-specific
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complexity and deliver the full benefit of Chiefofstaff.com to clients—a real-time view of an
organization’s entire enterprise plan in one place. Chiefofstaff.com creates improved alignment,
accountability and transparency across business units, and serves as an umbrella over multiple complex
projects and project management tools, placing their status on the radar of C-suite leaders.”
Together, MetaOps and Chiefofstaff.com can help build healthier companies.
About Chiefofstaff.com, LLC
Chiefofstaff.com is cloud-based enterprise Corporate Strategy Management (CSM) software that helps
CEOs and the C-Suites of complex organizations manage and implement their strategic and operational
plans. Chiefofstaff.com helps CEOs maintain a clear line of sight across all divisions and teams, ensuring
plan implementation remains on schedule. The platform’s open communication fosters engagement
within and across departments, teams and employees, so that everyone is on the same page. An integral
part of the company’s culture is its commitment to the community. Through its support of the David
Arthur Foundation, Chiefofstaff.com aims to strengthen and build innovative communities to solve
autism life cycle needs and other social problems. To learn more, visit http://www.chiefofstaff.com.
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